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ABSTRACT

It is pointed out that the renormalization scheme dependence of the next-to-next-to-

leading oidcr predictions for observable quantities in QCD is very strong. For example, formally

one may always find a scheme, in which the predicted energy dependence is different from that

implied by the asymptotic freedom. Therefore any conclusions obtained in one chosen fixed renor-

malization scheme - for example MS - are of a limited scientific value.
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Recently an 0 (a ) calculation appeared of tho QCD

contribution R to the R e+ e- ratio 11]
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This is the first next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) calculation

in QCD. The result of [1] was subsequently used in the fits to the

R + - data [2]. The intention of including the NNLO contribution

in these fits was clearly to improve the precision, with which the

QCD content in the R + - ratio is described. Unfortunately, the

analysis carried out in [2] overlooks a serious problem of

renormalization scheme (RS) dependence of the NNLO expressions.

The result of [1] was given in the modified minimal subtraction

scheme (MS), and such an expression was used in the fits [2] .

However, because of the freedom to define finite parts of

renormalization constants, a continuum of other renormalisstion

schemes is possible. The coefficients of expansion for observable

quantities do depend on the choice of HS, and the numerical volut

of the predictions depends on the choice of RS as well. This RS

dependence problem was much discussed some time ago [3] . The RS

dependence of predictions in the NNLO approximation was discustiod

in general terms in (4,5], and recently in [6-8]. In spite ol

important phenomenological applications of the NNLO formula of [1J

we think it might be interesting to demonstrate the RS dependence

of QCD predictions in this approximation in a different, more

explicit way. In this note we use the QCD contribution to the

R + - ratio aa an example and we show, that the RS dependence of
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predictions in the NNLO is very strong. In particular, we show

ihoi formally one may always find a scheme, in which the predicted

energy dependence is qualitatively different from that implied by

the asymptotic freedom. A very strong RS dependence of the QCD

running coupling constant may be also explicitly seen, Thus one

should be cautious when comparing NNLO expressions in any fixed RS

w i t h e;<pe» ini^rit.i I i J n t n .

Let us consider a renormalization group (RG) improved NNLO

expression for wonm observable quantity R:

R(s) ,
fa(sj-)2] (2)

where a is the energy variable and cs=g /An is the running coupling

constant satisfying the RG equation:

s -3— I — (3)

The coefficients r,, r ? and fi? depend on the choice of RS [9] .

Having the expressions for r. . r^ and f5_ in some scheme X it is

straightforward to obtain these coefficients in some other scheme

Y oncp we know the "transition formula'

U+0, X + Q, + f ••••] (4)

where (1 are related to the finite parts of the renormalization

constant Z in the schemes X and Y. One finds that:

Y Y Y
r2 • r2 - 2 rl Ql

2QI

Since Q- and are arbitrary, then also r and may b>:

X X
arbitrary 110). For example choosing Q1"

i>"1 and Q2"
r2 w<; o h t r t l n

Y Y

r-=0 and r
2
=^' w h j c h defines the so called "fastest appaii.-iit

convergence" scheme til). There exists however a combination of

r. , r and f3 which is independent of the choice of. Hfcl [4| :

In our discussion we shall use r. and r^ as free parflmeti-r::

determining the scheme, and assume that f?? is a function of these

parameters determined via (5) with fixed f>^ .

The result of many analyses of experimental data j n the

context of QCD is expressed in terms of the value of the Q(T>

coupling constant at certain energy. Given this number one may

predict the energy dependence of the considered observable usjug

the RG equation. Below we demonstrate, that when NNLO expressjon

is used, the predicted energy dependence strongly depends on the

choice of RS, in which this analysis is performed. Let H denote
exp

the experimentally measured value of an observable quantity R at,

the energy s and let a
e x p denote the value of the roupljng

constant obtained from the condition:



exp

Solving the RG equation (3) with the initial condition

we predict the value of aCs) and R(s) for the energies s>sQ. The

initial condition a^ depends of course on the RS parameters r̂ ,

and the RG equation (3) also depends on r\ vio ft2- Thus the

dependence of a{s) on the parameters r is rather nontrivial, and

it does not cancel in the expression for R(s) for arbitrary s. The

strength of the resulting RS dependence of R(s) is best

demonstrated in the following somewhat paradoxical way. If we

cnoose r? such that

then . Thus there exists a >0

a
n

such that ft (a ) = 0. The value of a depends on the RS parameters

r , and for large r_ with fixed
*

we have a —1/2 . On the

other hand, for a we obtain from (2) that for large r2 with

fixed r. « ~ (r-/i v r , ) ~ 1 / 3 - Therefore there always exists ^

^rl we have- a "critical" vaiue of r2 - such that for

a >a
exp For we have « e x p<

a f?(e»exp)<0, BO that

solving the RG equation (3) we obtain for S > S Q decreasing o(8) -

as required by the asymptotic freedom - and asymptotically

decreasing R(s). However, in the schemes with r2 > r2 W e

5
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(Ha )>0. so that solving the RG equation for s>s we find an

increasing a(s), which implies at high energies increasing R(s).

it

Of course, the fact that in some scheme a -a_vn is a signal that

in this scheme the NNLO approximation is not reliable, so one

should not take the non - asymptotically - free predictions too

seriously. Nevertheless, applying formally our procedure for

predicting R(s) and changing continuosly r_ with fixed p, we may

obtain qualitatively different results, which certainly indicates

a strong RS dependence.

To show the RS dependence problem more explicitly let us

consider in some detail the QCD contribution to the R + - ratio.

For illustrative purpose let us assume that RQ =0.16+0.10 at the

energy Vs =25 GeV, which value has been obtained in an actual

experiment [12]. Assuming that we have five "active" quarks we

find in the SS scheme r"S=1.41, =64.8 EX3.11, f?o=3.83. ^=4.83,

/3_*5.65 [14], which gives p^=62.5. In Pig.l we see a as a

function of r,. We also see a as a function of r^ for R =0.16

and R =0.26. i.e. the maximum value consistent with the error
exp

cr i t
bound. We 3et T.=-ft^/2fto, for which r 2 may be expected to be

reasonably small. We see that for Re =0.26 one has r^1"1 ==200. In

Fig. 2 we see the evolution of the running coupling constant for

several values of the scheme parameter r,,, as determined by the RG

equation (3) with the initial condition a(s )=<s . The obtained

evolution is strongly RS dependent. The curve 3 in this figure

corresponds to the non - asymptotically - free solution of the RG

equation, which is obtained in the schemes with r,

7 T~"



The curves 2Fig.l. The curve a represents « as a function of r

as a function of r2 for Hexp=0-16 (curve 2)and 3 represent

=0.26 (curve 3 ) . In all rases

Fig. 2
Fig.2. The evolution of the running coupling constant a(s) for

GeV. R e > < p=0.16.
MS

and for r2-r*°=64.e (curve 1),

o p

r?=2Cl0 (curve 2), r2=400 (curve 3).

M- S I!. £:

In Fig.J wo see the evolution of RO.O as determined by

the evolution of a(s) . It is striking, that the predicted

evolution for an observable quantity is strongly R3

dependent. For the asymptotically free solutions it is not

difficult to reach 50* difference between the schemes over

the energy interval of 75 GeV [15].

v .200

Fig. 3
Fig. 3. The evolution of R(s) for R(s ) = 0.16, -/s -2b i^V.

rl=-p1/2Po and ^=30 (curve 1), r^lOO (curve 3), r2-200 (curve

4) , r2=350 (curve 5). The curve 2 shows the evolution of R(s)

in the MS scheme.The curve 5 represents the non - asymptotically -

free prediction obtained in the scheme with r- >r~r .

It is interesting, that the RS dependence in the NNLO appears

to be much stronger than in the next-to-leading order. This IP

somewhat surprising, since one would expect, that including higher

order corrections would have the opposite effect. However, in the

NNLO new effects appear because the ft-function becomes schema

dependent. Also the fact that p^ is large is important.
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11 i s s t . r . i i y III t ' ' ir wcii fl t o e x t e n d t h i s a r m l y s i s t o h i g h e r

nT. Krif f - r t tup l t f . o n t h e t o u r - l o o p l e v e l we h a v e

ex
rl n

the ciclclj t RS i n v a r i a n t h a s t h e form [ 1 6 ) :

~

where ft.- is the four —loop ft -function coot 1 ICI e-nt . In the RS in

* —1/3
which i-ĵ -Or., we find for large r 3 <s -(r^)

LiexpD
-(r3/R. , )

 1 / 4. Consequently, there exists r^rl such that for

r >ri_ and r, = O r we have a >a . Thus at least in the class

of lonormsliMtjon schemes with r =0=r? the situation is analogous

to that, found in the NNL order.

The above discussion shows explicitly, that the some

experimental input leads in different renormalization schemes to

essentially different results. Therefore in any serious analysis

of QCD predictions due attention should be paid to the RS

dependence problem, and any conclusions obtained in one chosen

fixed RS - for example MS - are of a limited scientific value.

Also, it is evident that the commonly used running coupling

constant in QCD has a different status than for example the

coupling constant in quantum electrodynamics, since it is a

strongly RS dependent object [17].

To resolve the RS-dependence probiem one may use for example

the effective charge method [11.16,16], or the method based on the

Principle of Minimal Sensitivity [4]. However, application of

9

these methods encounters a different problem, namely thLit pvt'ii

after "optimization" the NNLO corrections greatly modify the

next-to-leading order predictions (1,8). It seems that the correct.

treatment of the NNLO approximation, besides taking care of t.h* W.i

dependence, must also properly take into account the asymptot ir-

character of the QCD perturbation expansion. This problem wa:::

recently discussed in [19!.
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